REMOVAL OF FM BROADCAST
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT
FROM AUCTION NO. 37

Report No. AUC-00-37-F (Auction No. 37)

By this Public Notice, the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and the Mass Media Bureau provide additional information about the FM broadcast construction permits being offered in Auction No. 37.1 The Auction 37 Announcing Public Notice inadvertently listed Channel 254A at Laramie, Wyoming (FM 350) as a vacant FM allotment. Accordingly, this listing is hereby removed from Attachment A.

For further information concerning this proceeding, contact Kathy Garland, Auctions and Industry Analysis Division, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, at (717) 338-2888; Kenneth Burnley, Legal Branch, Auctions and Industry Analysis Division, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, at (202) 418-0660; or Lisa Scanlan, Audio Services Division, Mass Media Bureau at (202) 418-2700.
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